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MISSION STATEMENT 

The Clarke County School District (CCSD), is an ambitious community of learners in a diverse 
and culturally rich county.  We are committed to equity and excellence through the 
implementation of rigorous standards in a safe and supportive environment – on every 
campus, in every classroom and for every child. 
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SECTION I:  CCSD INDUCTION PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

The Clarke County School District (CCSD) Induction Program overall goal is to recruit, support 
and retain highly qualified, skilled and effective educators to teach the children of Clarke 
County.  All information regarding the program is outlined in this handbook.  In CCSD, we 
support our induction teachers by assigning well-trained mentor teachers to serve as role 
models and in-school support through collaborative planning, face-to-face interactions, 
coaching and observations.  Our mentors in CCSD will provide guidance, support and feedback 
on high leverage practices (HLPs), curriculum, classroom management, and district initiatives.  
Mentors will serve as coaches guiding and collaborating with induction teachers to ensure 
success.  Mentors will engage induction teachers through reflection and professional goal 
setting with the purpose of improving professional practices and retaining our teachers in 
CCSD. 

Research proves that a quality Induction Program improves teacher effectiveness and 
increases retention.  In their highly respected book on teacher mentoring, Moir, Barlin and 
Gless stress that teacher effectiveness is the single most important component in increasing 
student achievement.   

Our CCSD priority is to increase academic and social-emotional achievement for all students. 
This handbook is intended to present a framework for the Teacher Induction Program.  Our 
goal in CCSD is to hire staff that are: 

• Mission-driven
• Student-centered
• Results-oriented and
• Focused on continuous improvement

Specific roles and responsibilities of all participants are described in this handbook. The 
framework which we have we chosen in CCSD is based on the New Teacher Center (NTC) 
Program Standards, adopted by the State.  It has three defining programmatic aspects: 

1. Foundational—The Platform upon which an induction program is built
a. Program Vision, Goals, and Institutional Commitment
b. Program Leadership and Communication
c. School Leader Engagement

2. Structural—Program components, practices and activities
a. Mentor Roles and Responsibilties, Selection, and Assignment
b. Mentor Professional Learning, Learning Communities, and Onboarding
c. Mentor Formative and Summative Assessment of Practice
d. Induction Teacher Professional Learning, Learning Communities, and

Onboarding
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3. Instructional—Strategic focus on optimal classroom practice and student learning
a. Instructionally Focused Formative Assessment of Beginning Teacher Practice
b. Instructional Mentoring for Optimal Learning Environments
c. Instructional Mentoring for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Each of these aspects outline key areas to ensure induction teachers and mentors have tools 
and skills to be successful and effective. 
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SECTION II:  ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Role of Principal in the Induction Program 

Principals in schools play a very important part in the success of the Teacher Induction 
Program in CCSD.  Principals are expected to: 

-Establish a culture that creates and supports an effective teacher induction program aligned 
with the district mission and vision of the program (Principal Engagement)

-Provide and support on-going professional learning that is aligned with the needs of induction 
phase teachers to ensure student success (Principal Engagement)

-Actively identify and endorse mentors in schools (Principal Engagement)

-Assign instructional placements in a manner that consider the needs of induction phase 
teachers and every learner (Principal Engagement)

-Assign additional duties and responsibilities in a manner that considers the induction phase 
teachers (Principal Engagement)

-Provide the induction phase teachers with appropriate materials and resources (Mentor roles 
and responsibilities, selection, assignment, and assessment)

-Serve on the Induction Teacher Support Team (Principal Engagement)

-Engage in the development and implementation of an Induction Teacher Support Plan 
(Principal Engagement)
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Role of Instructional Coach in the Induction Program 

Through performance driven collaboration, the instructional coach serves as a support to the 
new teacher to facilitate higher performance.  The instructional coach enhances current skills 
or assist in the development of new skills.  The work of the instructional coach is focused 
solely on building teacher capacity to obtain professional growth and improve student 
outcomes.  In addition, the instructional coach will serve on the Induction Teacher Support 
Team to support the induction teacher meet his/her professional goals.

Role of Mentor in the Induction Program 

The role of the mentor in CCSD is to support new teachers transitioning into our school 
district.  Mentors are relationship oriented, development driven, focusing on the individual, 
career, and personal growth.  Mentors in CCSD provide on-going professional learning, engage 
in mentoring conversations, classroom observation and feedback and serve as a model for new 
teachers.  In addition, the mentor will serve on the Induction Teacher support Team to support 
the induction teacher meet his/her professional goals. Mentors serve in the following areas to 
support new teachers to be able to: 

-Understand and implement district and building policies and procedures effectively

a. CCSD Strategic Priorities

b. Teacher evaluation (TKES)

c. School Growth Plans (SGP)

d. Professional expectations

-Assist new teachers with creating a positive and rigorous learning environment

a. Setting up the classroom

b. Collection of resources, materials and supplies

c. Classroom management techniques and strategies

d. Build positive relationships with students focused on SEL

e. Developing clear and consistent classroom routines and procedures

-Understand the district’s adopted and board approved curriculum

a. Curriculum Portal/Pacing Guides

b. Available recourses that support and/or enhance approved curriculum

c. Unit Post Assessments (UPA’s)
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-Provide feedback regarding effective instructional delivery

a. Lesson planning

b. Instructional Framework

c. High leverage instructional strategies

d. Use of formative assessment

e. How to integrate technology into the classroom to support learning

f. Differentiated Instruction

g. Provide weekly on-going support

Role of Induction Teacher  

The role of the mentee is to: 

- Meet with mentor weekly and engage in mentoring conversations

- Scheduled meetings based on the School Support Plan

- Attend District mentee meeting(s) as scheduled

- Attend and actively participate on the Induction Teacher Support Team

- Observe mentor or master teacher at least twice a quarter (max 8 visits)

- Reflect on professional practice, student assessment data and professional goals with mentor
and members from the Induction Phase Teacher Support Team

Role of the Office of Human Resources 

The role of Human Resources is to support school leaders and to provide the necessary 
resources to implement the Induction program effectively in all schools. 
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SECTION III:  MENTOR TEACHER 

Mentor Teacher Requirements and Responsibilities 

Mentors who will be considered for the mentoring and induction program must be certified 
with at least 3 years of successful teaching experience in addition to: 

a. Understand the goals of the CCSD Induction Program

b. Maintain a confidential relationship and demonstrates excellent interpersonal skills 
committed to professional learning

c. Understand the Mentor/Induction Teacher coaching cycle

d. Experience working with linguistically and ethnically diverse students

e. Demonstrate leadership capacity

f. Collaborate with colleagues

g. Keep required documentation and submit all documents from mentor and induction 
teacher as one packet, twice a year (December and May)

h. Obtain Principal’s endorsement

Mentor Responsibilities 

a. Build positive relationship with mentee based on mutual respect and coach-focused
conversations

b. Support and coach mentee in professional goal-setting and monitoring
c. Meet with mentee weekly for check-in

i. Daily social-emotional support
ii. Professional support (Management and Rigor Trajectory)

iii. Technical school support
iv. Provide feedback on classroom management
v. Content specific support

vi. School events and calendar
vii. Discuss observation data and engage in reflection

viii. Address any questions and/or concerns
d. Required Documentation: Teacher mentors and induction teachers are required to

submit completed documentation twice a year to the district office.  It is expected that
the mentor will document all meetings with Induction teacher as well as document all
classroom visits and observations.  Both the mentor and induction teacher will be
required to sign-off to verify hours.
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Mentor Professional Learning 

Lead mentors in each building will be engaged with learning the coaching component of Get 
Better Faster, specifically, focusing on the Management and Rigor Trajectory strands with the 
focus on coaching using observation and feedback.  Lead mentors will be responsible for re-
delivery of professional learning to all building level mentors. 

Year 1: Professional Learning for CCSD Mentors 

• Get Better Faster Phase 1: (New Teacher Orientation)
o Management Trajectory (Develop Essential Routines and Procedures)
o Rigor Trajectory (Write and Internalize Lesson Plans)

• Get Better Faster Phase 2: (Days 1-30)
o Roll Out and Routines (Roll Out and Monitor Routines)
o Rigor Trajectory (Independent Practice)

• Get Better Faster Phase 3: (Days 31-60)
o Management Trajectory (Engage Every Student)
o Rigor Trajectory (Respond to Student Learning Needs)

• Get Better Faster Phase 4: (Days 61-90)
o Management Trajectory (Set Routines for Discourse)
o Rigor Trajectory (Lead Student Discourse 101)

• Get Better Faster Phase Stretch It (Next Steps)
o Rigor Trajectory (Lead Student Discourse 201)

Pay Scale for Mentors 

In CCSD, our goal is to ensure that we support new educators in CCSD during the first year in 
our district.  Currently, mentor teachers are compensated $150.00 per semester, per mentee.  It 
is recommended that a full-time teacher not exceed mentoring two new teachers during an 
academic year. 
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SECTION IV:  INDUCTION TEACHER 

Induction Teachers Professional Learning 

Induction Teachers will meet collaboratively with mentors throughout the school year to work 
towards mastery in two areas:    

1. Management Trajectory (Develop Essential Routines and Procedures) and
2. Rigor Trajectory (Write and Internalize Lesson Plans using our Instructional

Framework)

Year 1: Professional Learning for Induction Teachers 

• Get Better Faster Phase 1: (New Teacher Orientation)
o Management Trajectory (Develop Essential Routines and Procedures)
o Rigor Trajectory (Write and Internalize Lesson Plans)

• Get Better Faster Phase 2: (Days 1-30)
o Roll Out and Routines (Roll Out and Monitor Routines)
o Rigor Trajectory (Independent Practice)

• Get Better Faster Phase 3: (Days 31-60)
o Management Trajectory (Engage Every Student)
o Rigor Trajectory (Respond to Student Learning Needs)

• Get Better Faster Phase 4: (Days 61-90)
o Management Trajectory (Set Routines for Discourse)
o Rigor Trajectory (Lead Student Discourse 101)

• Get Better Faster Phase Stretch It (Next Steps)
o Rigor Trajectory (Lead Student Discourse 201)

Responsibilities for the Induction Teacher 

In addition to the professional learning listed above, induction teachers are encouraged to 
engage in: 

• Professional reflection on instructional practices
• Feedback from classroom observations
• Areas in need of growth
• Professional learning opportunities
• Data Analysis

Required Documentation: Induction teachers are required to submit completed 
documentation twice a year to the district office.  It is expected that the mentor will document 
all meetings with Induction teacher as well as document all classroom visits and observations.  
Both the mentor and induction teacher will be required to sign-off to verify hours. 
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SECTION V:  MENTOR FRAMEWORK AND PRACTICE STANDARDS 

Mentor Practice Framework and Practice Standards 

In the Clarke County School District (CCSD), we have chosen the New Teacher Center (NTC) 
Framework and Standards for Teacher Induction, which has been adopted by the State of 
Georgia.  The NTC has worked with many different stakeholders from the classroom, district 
and state levels to define the characteristics and fundamental elements of a high quality 
mentoring program.  The framework is designed to provide: 

1. Accelerate the development of induction teacher effectiveness
2. Improve teacher retention
3. Strengthen teacher leadership
4. Increase student learning, and
5. Support equitable outcomes for every learner

Mentor Practice Standards: Three Defining Aspects 

1. Foundational—Critical knowledge, skills, and professional goals necessary for effective
mentoring

2. Structural—Partnerships that characterize and support quality mentoring
3. Instructional—Strategic focus on optimal and equitable classroom practice and student

learning

Six Mentor Practice Standards: 

Foundational: 

1.0 Develops as an instructional leader to advance mentoring the teaching professional, and 
equitable outcomes for every student. 

2.0 Deepens and maintains own knowledge of rigorous content standards, social and 
emotional learning, learner variability, and culturally responsive pedagogy. 

Structural: 

3.0 Creates and maintains collaborative, respectful, instructionally focused mentoring 
partnerships to foster beginning teacher ownership of continuous improvement of practice and 
advance the learning of every student. 

4.0 Engages school leaders and instructional leadership team in productive partnerships to 
advance beginning teacher effectiveness and the learning of every student. 
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INSTRUCTIONAL: 

5.0 Builds beginning teacher capacity to advance equitable learning by providing rigorous, 
standards-aligned instruction that meets the needs of every student. 

6.0   Build beginning teacher capacity to advance equitable and inclusive learning by 
providing an environment that meets the diverse academic, social, and emotional needs of 
every student. 

New Teacher Center 
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SECTION VI:  THE COACHING CYCLE 

The coaching cycle is the model or approach a coach uses to gather information to inform the 
lesson, planning the lesson, observing the lesson, gathering evidence during the observation, 
debriefing with the teacher, and reflecting on the lesson.  Coaching cycles may be one-on-one 
or small group cycles. 

• The foundation of the Coaching Cycle begins with a conference and ends with a
conference.

• In the middle, the coach takes action to gather data or assist the teacher or small
group.

• Each action taken by the coach and induction teacher is followed by a conference
to debrief on the previous action and plan for the next.

Coaching Actions are used to engage teachers in improving their instructional practice 
through coaching. 

Coaching Actions may include: 
• Co-planning lessons
• Modeling a demonstration lesson (You Watch)
• Observation of Teacher Lesson (I Watch)
• Feedback
• Co-teaching
• Sharing research-based best practices
• Data Analysis
• Relationship Building Strategies
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SECTION VII:  INDUCTION TEACHER SUPPORT TEAM AND MEETING EXPECTATIONS 

Members of the Induction Support team must include the Principal, Instructional coach, 
Mentor, Induction teacher and a university representative/community representative.  The 
team is responsible for completing and submitting the Induction Teacher School Based Plan 
twice a year to the Human Resource Office in August and January of the current school year. 
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Induction Teacher Support Team Meetings--The goal at mid-year (January) is to review, 
reflect and adjust the plan to assist the induction teacher to meet the goals outlined at the 
beginning of the year.  This allows for the administrator, instructional coach and mentor to 
understand and better support the induction teacher for the remainder of the school year.  
At the end of the year, the team reconvene and celebrate and plan accordingly to move the 
induction teacher forward. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SECTION VIII: APPENDICES  
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School Based Induction Plan 
2019-2020 

Date   

School Name   

Principal/School Leader’s Name 

Please identify the name of an administrator responsible for supporting induction teachers in your 
building. 
_______    _________                                        _________________________ 

Please list the dates that your school held an orientation for induction teachers. 
___________________          _________________          _________________          ________________ 

Identify the name(s) of school-based mentor and the first year induction teacher, new to district or new 
to building that they will work with. 
School Based Mentor Induction Teacher 

List the dates and activities of professional learning activities at your school that are geared for your new 
teachers.  (Report card, grading policy, testing, curriculum, classroom management) ~ (This list should 
include activities for the entire school year) 

Date Activity 

Office of Human Resources 
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Teacher: Class: Date: Observer: 

Was the observed portion of class rigorous? Yes  At times  No  N/A 

□ Students do the heavy lifting □ Questions travel Blooms and target synthesis

□ Students provide evidence □ Students interact with text in meaningful ways

Student learning most closely resembles: Majority Teacher  50% teacher / 50% student  Majority Student 

Students are expected to: Write  Inquire  Collaborate  Organize  Read 

If prompted, students can articulate the lesson’s objective and their progress towards it. Yes  No  Not prompted 

Know and Comprehend (identify, 
state, find, locate, sequence, describe, explain, 

compare / contrast, discuss) 

Apply and Analyze 
(solve, calculate, complete, examine, infer, analyze, 

distinguish, categorize) 

Synthesize and Evaluate 
(compose, choose, predict, argue, formulate, construct, 

design, determine, justify) 

Notes: 

The classroom observation form will be used by both mentor and induction teacher 
when observing classrooms or being observed.  Induction teachers are expected to 
observe mentor teacher at least once a quarter with the support of the school’s 
administrator and/or instructional coach.  After each observation, the induction teacher 
and/or the mentor should engage in reflection. 
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Yes No N/A Students are thoughtfully engaged in academics for every minute of observation: 
□ Students follow teacher cues 100% of the time. □ Students respond successfully to cold call.
□ Students ask clarifying questions. □ Students are tracking the speaker. (LS)
□ Other

Yes No N/A Learning objective is clear, measurable and achievable. 

Yes No N/A Lesson is tight, moving at a challenging pace, with neither time nor space for students to be off-task. 

Yes No N/A Teacher formally and / or informally checks for student understanding. (Q&A? Quiz? Exit ticket?) 

Yes No N/A Teacher uses technology, resources or board to effectively support and clarify instruction. 

Yes No N/A Students are working with clear, age-appropriate directions and expectations. Classroom procedures are in place. 

Yes No N/A Teacher recognizes positive student contributions to class and provides clear, meaningful feedback to 
encourage continued work. 

Yes No N/A Teacher expects students to speak and act respectfully to teacher and peers, and to respect and affirm their own 
and others’ cultural and learning differences. 

Yes No N/A If another teacher is in the room, interaction with second adult is purposeful. 

Yes No N/A If another teacher is in the room, both teachers are interacting with students in meaningful ways. 

Yes No N/A Classroom is neat and walls reflect current curricular topics and outstanding student work. 

Yes No N/A Teacher varies lesson format and method of instruction; knowledge of various learning styles is evident. 
Learning Experience Collaborative Work Differentiation Other 

□ Multi-sensory materials □ Pairs □ Tiered texts □ Accommodated Work
□ Kinesthetic activity □ Small groups □ Tiered assignments □ Modified Work
□ Technology / media □ Stations □ Student choice □ 
□ Visual Aids □ Seminar □ Conferencing □ 
□ Lab □ Student Presentation □ Think alouds

□ Debate □ Performance Task
Personal Professional  Goals to note during observation: 

 Adapted from Boston Collegiate Charter School – (Uncommon Schools) available here. 
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CCSD Induction Teacher/Mentor 
Classroom Visit Reflection Form 

(To be completed after each classroom observation by mentor and/or induction teacher)  

 

Date of Classroom Visit: __________________ 

Did the IC/Principal/AP/Mentor observed this class with me?  Yes or No 

Name of Teacher being observed:_________________________________ 

 

Purpose of Visit: 

❑ Classroom observation/instructional feedback around Tier 1 and differentiated 

Instruction/Classroom Management strategies (RIGOR AND MANAGEMENT TRAJECTORY) 

❑ Meeting with Induction Support Team  to review goals and assist in next step with 

planning, implementation and support 

 
Reflection Questions: 
 

1. What specifically did you notice that went well based on student engagement and 
instructional strategies used?  Did students meet the learning outcome/learning 
objective?  What evidence do you have to support this claim? 

 
 
 
 

2. What specifically did you identify as areas of growth? 
   
 
 
 

3. What are some next steps, questions or ideas you will consider based on your 
observations?   

 
 
 

4. What resources and/or support do you need to implement your next steps? 
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Clarke	County	School	District	Acronyms

ACCA	--Athens	Career	and 
Community	Academy 
ADD	--Attention	Deficit 
Disorder 
ADHD	--Attention	Deficit 
Hyperactivity	Disorder 
ASP	--After	School	Program 
AP	--Assistant	Principal 
AVID	--	ADVANCEMENT	VIA 
INDIVIDUAL	DETERMINATION 

FBA	--Functional	Behavior 
Assessment 
FLP	--Flexible	Learning 
Program	(Focus	Schools)  
FTE	--Full	Time	Equivalent 
GKAP-R	--Georgia 
Kindergarten	Assessment 
Program—Revised

RESA	--Regional	Education	Service 
Agency  
RTI	--Response	to	Intervention 

BIP	--Behavior	Intervention 
Plan 
BOE	--Board	of	Education

HID	--High	Incident	Disability 
ID	--Intellectual	Disabilities 
IDEA	--Individual	Disabilities 
Education	Act 
IEP	--Individualized	Education 
Plan 
IR	--Interrelated	Resource 
IT	--Instruction	Technology

SAMR	--Substitution,	Augmentation, 
Modification,	Redefinition 
(technology	integration	framework) 
SC	--Self-Contained 
SILT	--School	Instructional 
Leadership	Team 
SLD	--Specific	Learning	Disabilities 
SLP	--Speech	Language	Pathologist 
SMART	--Specific,	Measurable, 
Attainable,	Results-Oriented,	Timely 
SGP	—School	Growth	Plan 
SPED	--Special	Education 
SST	--Student	Support	Team

CCRPI	--College	and	Career 
Ready	Performance	Index 
CCSD	--Clarke	County	School 
District

LEP	--Limited	English 
Proficient 
LID	--Low	Incident	Disability 
LRE	--Least	Restrictive 
Environment 
LSGT	--Local	School 
Governance	Council 

TKES	--Teacher	Keys	Evaluation 
System 

DFACS	--Department	of 
Family	and	Children	Services

NEP	--Non-English	Proficient 
NT	--New	Teacher  
OHI	--Other	Health	Impaired 
OT	--Occupational	Therapy

WICOR	--	Writing,	Inquiry,
Collaboration,	Organization,	and 
Reading 

Updated	7.18.19 
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NEW TEACHER DEVELOPMENT 
FOR EVERY INNING

G U I D E

New Teacher Center has created a series of 
resources to help you assess and plan for an all-star 
team of effective educators for next school year.  
So far, you’ve been able to assess whether your 
teachers will be ready for opening day, if all your 
coaches are working from the same playbook,  
and how to reduce strikeouts from day one. 

Now it’s time to turn attention toward understanding 
teachers’ developmental needs at every “inning” of 
their first year. 

Are you familiar with the “Phases of First Year 
Teaching,” documented by New Teacher Center 
Founder and CEO Ellen Moir?  

While not every new teacher goes through this  
exact sequence, these phases are very useful in 
helping everyone involved—mentors, coaches, 
administrators and others—in the process of 
supporting new teachers. They also highlight why  
it’s so critical to provide comprehensive mentoring  
and induction for new teachers, to ease the transition 
from student teacher to full-time professional. 

Use this guide to recognize the phases new  
teachers go through their first year, and to help  
you understand how and why to design support 
programs that make the first year of teaching a 
more positive—and successful—experience.

831.600.2200 NEWTEACHERCENTER.ORG Copyright © 2016 New Teacher Center. All Rights Reserved.     BR-CLASS-US-1604-EN 

Anticipation

Survival

Disillusionment

Rejuvenation

Reflection

Anticipation

Aug    Sept   Oct   Nov   Dec   Jan   Feb   Mar  Apr   May   June   July

Phases of First-Year Teachers’ Attitude Toward Teaching
by Ellen Moir, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, New Teacher Center 
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ANTICIPATION PHASE
The anticipation phase begins during the student 
teaching portion of preservice preparation. The 
closer student teachers get to completing their 
assignment, the more excited and anxious they 
become about their first teaching position. They  
tend to romanticize the role of the teacher and the 
position. New teachers enter with a tremendous 
commitment to making a difference and a somewhat 
idealistic view of how to accomplish their goals. 

“I was elated to get the job but terrified 
about going from the simulated experience 
of student teaching to being the person 
completely in charge.” 

This feeling of excitement carries new teachers 
through the first few weeks of school.

SURVIVAL PHASE
The first month of school is very overwhelming  
for new teachers. They are learning a lot and at  
a very rapid pace. Beginning teachers are instantly 
bombarded with a variety of problems and situations 
they had not anticipated. Despite teacher preparation 
programs, new teachers are caught off guard by the 
realities of teaching. 

“I thought I’d be busy, something like student 
teaching, but this is crazy. I’m feeling like 
I’m constantly running. It’s hard to focus  
on other aspects of my life.”

During the survival phase, most new teachers struggle 
to keep their heads above water. They become very 
focused and consumed with the day-to-day routine of 
teaching. There is little time to stop and reflect on their 
experiences. It is not uncommon for new teachers to 
spend up to seventy hours a week on schoolwork.

Particularly overwhelming is the constant need to 
develop curriculum. Experienced teachers routinely 
reuse excellent lessons and units from the past.  
New teachers, still uncertain of what will really work, 
must develop their lessons for the first time. Even 
depending on unfamiliar prepared curriculum such 
as textbooks is enormously time consuming.

“I thought there would be more time to get 
everything done. It’s like working three jobs: 
7:30–2:30, 2:30–6:00, with more time 
spent in the evening and on weekends.” 

Although tired and surprised by the amount of work, 
first-year teachers usually maintain a tremendous 
amount of energy and commitment during the  
survival phase, harboring hope that soon the  
turmoil will subside.

DISILLUSIONMENT PHASE
After six to eight weeks of nonstop work and stress, 
new teachers enter the disillusionment phase. The 
intensity and length of the phase varies among  
new teachers. The extensive time commitment, the 
realization that things are probably not going as 
smoothly as they want, and low morale contribute  
to this period of disenchantment. New teachers  
begin questioning both their commitment and  
their competence. Many new teachers get sick  
during this phase.

Compounding an already difficult situation is the  
fact that new teachers are confronted with several  
new events during this time frame. They are faced  
with back-to-school night, parent conferences, and 
their first formal evaluation by the site administrator. 
Each of these important milestones places an already 
vulnerable individual in a very stressful situation.

Back-to-school night means giving a speech to  
parents about plans for the year that are most likely 
still unclear in the new teacher’s mind. Some parents 
are uneasy when they realize the teacher is just 
beginning and many times pose questions or  
make demands that intimidate a new teacher.

Parent conferences require new teachers to be  
highly organized, articulate, tactful and prepared to 
confer with parents about each student’s progress. This 
type of communication with parents can be awkward 
and difficult for a beginning teacher. New teachers 
generally begin with the idea that parents are partners 
in the learning process and are not prepared for 
parents’ concerns or criticisms. These criticisms hit 
new teachers at a time of waning self-esteem.

This is also the first time that new teachers are 
formally evaluated by their principal. They are, for 
the most part, uncertain about the process itself and 
anxious about their own competence and ability to 
perform. Developing and presenting a “showpiece” 
lesson is time-consuming and stressful.

During the disillusionment phase classroom 
management is a major source of distress. 

“I thought I’d be focusing more on curriculum 
and less on classroom management and 
discipline. I’m stressed because I have  
some very problematic students who are  
low academically, and I think about them 
every second my eyes are open.”

At this point, the accumulated stress of the first-year 
teacher, coupled with months of excessive time 
allotted to teaching, often brings complaints from 
family members and friends. This is a very difficult 
and challenging phase for new entries into the 

831.600.2200 Copyright © 2016 New Teacher Center. All Rights Reserved.      PDF-ODMC5-US-1605-ENNEWTEACHERCENTER.ORG
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profession. They express self-doubt, have lower 
self-esteem and question their professional 
commitment. In fact, getting through this phase 
may be the toughest challenge they face as a  
new teacher.

REJUVENATION
The rejuvenation phase is characterized by a slow  
rise in the new teacher’s attitude toward teaching.  
It generally begins in January. Having a winter break 
makes a tremendous difference for new teachers. It 
allows them to resume a more normal lifestyle, with 
plenty of rest, food, exercise, and time for family and 
friends. This vacation is the first opportunity that new 
teachers have for organizing materials and planning 
curriculum. It is a time for them to sort through 
materials that have accumulated and prepare new 
ones. This breath of fresh air gives novice teachers  
a broader perspective with renewed hope.

They seem ready to put past problems behind  
them. A better understanding of the system, an 
acceptance of the realities of teaching, and a sense  
of accomplishment help to rejuvenate new teachers. 
Through their experiences in the first half of the year, 
beginning teachers gain new coping strategies and 
skills to prevent, reduce or manage many problems  
they are likely to encounter in the second half of the 
year. Many feel a great sense of relief that they have 
made it through the first half of the year. During this 
phase, new teachers focus on curriculum development, 
long-term planning and teaching strategies.

“I’m really excited about my story writing 
center, although the organization of it has at 
times been haphazard. Story writing has 
definitely revived my journals.” 

The rejuvenation phase tends to last into spring with 
many ups and downs along the way. Toward the end 
of this phase, new teachers begin to raise concerns 
about whether they can get everything done prior  
to the end of school. They also wonder how their 
students will do on the tests, questioning once  
again their own effectiveness as teachers. 

“I’m fearful of these big tests. Can you be 
fired if your kids do poorly? I don’t know 
enough about them to know what I haven’t 
taught, and I’m sure it’s a lot.”

REFLECTION
The reflection phase beginning in May is a 
particularly invigorating time for first-year teachers. 
Reflecting back over the year, they highlight events 
that were successful and those that were not. They 
think about the various changes that they plan to 
make the following year in management, curriculum, 
and teaching strategies. The end is in sight, and they 
have almost made it; but more importantly, a vision 
emerges as to what their second year will look like, 
which brings them to a new phase of anticipation. 

“I think that for next year I’d like to start the 
letter puppets earlier in the year to introduce 
the kids to more letters.”

G U I D E

READY TO SEE WHAT NEW TEACHER CENTER CAN DO FOR YOUR STUDENTS? GET IN TOUCH. 

CONTACT US AT 831.600.2200 OR  PARTNERSHIPS@NEWTEACHERCENTER.ORG 
r
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Mentor	Responsibilities 

Mentor’s	Name
Induction	Teacher
School 

(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 

Preliminary	Tasks 

___			Get	name	and	contact	information	of	your	Mentee	(cell	phone) 
___			Share	your	contact	info	with	your	Mentee	(cell	phone	&	e-mail) 
___			Invite	your	Induction	teacher	to	school	and	show	him/her	their	room  
___			Ensure	your	Induction	teacher	has	Teacher’s	Editions	and	other	planning	materials 
___			Invite	your	Induction	teacher	to	help	you	‘set-up’	your	classroom 
___			Offer	to	help	your	Induction	teacher	‘set-up’	his/her	classroom	(use	this	time	to	build 
relations) 

KEY	(Based	on	Teacher	Tier) 

Yellow	-	Induction	teacher	observes	Mentee 
(August,	September,	October,	November,	January,	February,	March,	April	and	May) 

Blue	-	Induction	teacher	observes	Mentor  
(August,	October,	January,	March) 

Green	-	Review	of	Induction	teacher’s	online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 
(August-March) 

Mentor	Observations 
● Tier	1	Teachers--Mentor	completes	7-9	classroom	observations	(August-May)
● Tier	2	Teachers--Mentor	completes	4-6	classroom	observations	(August-May)
● Tier	3	Teachers--Mentor	completes	2-3	classroom	observations	(August-May)

Induction	Teacher	Observations 
● Tier	1	Teachers--Observe	mentor	4	times	(August,	October,	January,	March)
● Tiers	2	and	3	Teachers--Observe	mentor	2-3	times	(August-May)
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Pre-Planning	(Must	be	submitted	in	December) 

Mentor’s	Name
Induction	Teacher
School 

(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 

___			Review	acronyms	with	your	Mentee	(introduction	to	“school”) 
___			Ensure	your	Mentee	is	set-up	in	AESOP	and	reinforce	procedures 
___			Introduce	your	Mentee	to	department	and/or	team	members 
___			Introduce	your	Mentee	to	Counselors 
___			Introduce	your	Mentee	to	Instructional	Coach 
___			Introduce	your	Mentee	to	Office	Staff 
___			Review	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk	(found	on	the	CCSD	Evaluation	platform	→

Staff	Evaluations	→	Focus	Walks	→	Classroom	Management)	to	see	if	all	is	in	place.
___			Demonstrate	Copier	use	and	ensure	teacher’s	access 
___ Review	and	locate	available	Instructional	Resources 
___ Review	distribution	and	management	of	digital	devices 
___				Review	textbook	distribution	(if	applicable)	procedures	and	develop	a	system	for	keeping  

track	of	textbooks 
___ Show	teacher	where	to	find	important	forms	(digital	and	hard	copy) 
___ Review	where	and	how	to	obtain	instructional	supplies 
___ Review	and	ensure	adequate	classroom	inventory	(technology	&	furniture)  
___				Review	daily	schedule  
___				Review	Hall	Pass	procedures 
___ Review	Discipline	Referral	Process 
___ Review	Fire	Drill	and	Inclement	Weather	Procedures 
___				Review	Lesson-Planning	Format	and	Instructional	Framework 
___ Develop	first	TWO	weeks	of	Lesson	Plans	together! 
___ Explain	lunch	procedures	for	students 
___ Do	a	cafeteria	walk	through.	Explain	lunch	choices	for	students,	if	applicable 
___				Review	procedures	for	reporting	an	injury	to	a	student 
___				Explain	‘First	Day	of	School	Forms’ 
___				Review	how	to	distribute	and	collect	‘First	Day	Forms’ 
___				Review	how	to	distribute	Agendas	(if	applicable) 
___ Explain	dismissal	procedures  
___				Review	clinic	procedures 
___				Discuss	instructional	role	of	para-professionals	(if	applicable) 
___				Explain	playground	procedures	(if	applicable) 
___				Explain	restroom	procedures 
___				Explain	bus	dismissal		procedures 
___				Explain	car	rider	procedures 
___				Explain	guidelines	for	transportation	changes 
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First	Day	of	School	(Must	be	submitted	in	December) 

Mentor’s	Name
Induction	Teacher
School 

(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 

___			Arrive	Early,	check	on	your	Mentee	before	school	starts 

___			Check	on	your	Mentee	during	your	Planning 

___			Check	on	your	Mentee	after	school,	Celebrate! 
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First	Week	of	School	(Must	be	submitted	in	December) 
 
 
Mentor’s	Name  
Induction	Teacher’s	Name 
School   
 
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
	
___ Review	After	School	Program	Tutoring	Program	(if	applicable) 
 
___				Review	developing	Substitute	Lesson	Plans 
 
___				Check	on	your	Induction	teacher	each	day,	before	or	after	school 
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August	Responsibilities	/Monthly	Log  
	
Mentor’s	Name    
Induction	Teacher  
School   
	
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
	
___ Review	calendar	for	September 
___				Review	beginning	of	year	screeners/assessments 
___				Mentor	ensures	Emergency	Sub-Plans	have	been	filed 
___ Share	ideas	for	communicating	with	parents 
___				Arrange	a	time	for		Mentor	to	observe	in	Induction	teacher’s	class	.		Complete	the	online 

Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk			and		the	online	Classroom	Management	Focus 
Walk		(Follow	steps	1-5	below	to	access	the	online	forms)  

___				Arrange	a	time	for	the		Induction	teacher	to	observe	in	the	Mentor’s	class	.	Complete	the 
online	Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk	form: 

1. Go	to	North	True	Logic	(CCSD	Teacher	Evaluations	Platform) 
2. Click	on	Staff	Evaluations 
3. Search	Teacher	you	will	observe	by	Last	name 
4. Click	on	that	teacher	name 
5. Click	the	online	form	you	need	(Standards-Based	Classroom/Classroom	Mgmt,	etc) 

___				Meet	with	Induction	teacher	to	discuss	observations 
___				Review		Induction	teacher’s	should	complete	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 

(Self-Assessment)   
___				Discuss	IEP	and	ELL	responsibilities	(modifications,	etc…) 
___				Review	“Open	House”	procedures 
___ Explain	RTI	procedures	(SPED,	EIP,	ELL) 
___ Discuss	Homework	Policies 
___ Explain	procedures	for	showing	Instructional	Videos 
___ Explain	the	Counselor	Referral	Process 
___				Discuss	Grade	level	expectations	&	grading	standards 
___				Discuss	Field	Trip	procedures 
___ Discuss	and	explain	any	upcoming	school	programs	which	may	be	especially	relevant	to 

your	grade	level 
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September	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 
 
Mentor’s	Name  
Induction	Teacher’s	Name  
School   
 
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
 
___ Review	calendar	for	October 
___				Arrange	a	time	for		Mentor	to	observe	in	Induction	teacher’s	class	.		Complete	the	online 

Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk		and		the	online	Classroom	Management	Focus 
Walk	(	Refer	to	PG	10	for	Instructions	to	access	online	documents	)  

___			Meet	with	Mentee	to	discuss	observations. 
___				Review		Induction	teacher’s	online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 

(Refer	to	Pg	10	to	access	document) 
___ Discuss	Early	Release	Conferences  

● Scheduling  
● Translators 
● Evening	Conferences 
● Goal	of	100% 
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October	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 

Mentor’s	Name
Teacher’s	Name
School 

(Please	indicate	date	in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 

Mentor’s	Name _________________ 
Teacher’s	Name _________________ 

___ Review	calendar	for	November 
___ Discuss	Mid-term	Progress	Reports 
___				Arrange	a	time	for	the		Induction	teacher	to	observe	in	the	Mentor’s	class	.	Complete	the 

online	Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk	(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to 
access	document). 

___			Meet	with	Induction	teacher	to	discuss	observation 
___				Review		Induction		online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk		(Refer	to 

Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document). 
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November	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 

Mentor’s	Name
Induction	Teacher’s	Name
School 

(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 

___ Review	calendar	for	December 
___				Arrange	a	time	for		Induction	teacher	to	observe	in	Mentee’s	class	.		Complete	the	online 

Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk		and		the	online	Classroom	Management	Focus 
Walk	(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document). 

___				Review		Induction	teacher’s	online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 
(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document). 
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December	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 

Mentor’s	Name
Induction	Teacher’s	Name
School 

(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 

___ Review	calendar	for	January 
___				Review		Induction	teacher	online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 

(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document). 
___ Send	an	email	to	Sharon	Bates	with	monthly	logs	attached	from	Preplanning-December, 
											by		December	13,	2019	.  

In	the	subject	line	please	enter	“NTO	Mentor	20	Pre-December”			Please	note:		If	you	share 
the	document	with	Sharon	Bates,	please	understand	you	will	need	to	share	the 
document	for	December	and	in	May. 
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January	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 
 
Mentor’s	Name  
Induction	Teacher’s	Name  
School   
 
 
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
 
___ Review	calendar	for	February 
___				Arrange	a	time	for	the		Induction	teacher	to	observe	in	the	Mentor’s	class	.	Complete	the 

online	Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk	(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to 
access	document). 

___			Meet	with	Induction	teacher	to	discuss	observation 
___				Review		Induction	teacher’s	online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 

(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document). 
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February	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 
 
Mentor’s	Name  
Induction	Teacher’s	Name  
School   
 
 
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
 
___ Review	calendar	for	March 
___				Arrange	a	time	for		Mentor	to	observe	in	Induction	teacher’s	class	.		Complete	the	online 

Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk		and		the	online	Classroom	Management	Focus 
Walk	(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document) 

___			Meet	with	Induction	teacher	to	discuss	observation 
___				Review		Induction	teacher’s	online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 

(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document). 
___ Review	procedures	for	Scheduling	Conferences	(High	School) 
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March	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 
 
Mentor’s	Name  
Induction	Teacher’s	Name  
School   
 
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
 
___ Review	calendar	for	April 
___				Arrange	a	time	for	the		Induction	teacher	to	observe	in	the	Mentor’s	class	.	Complete	the 

online	Standards-Based	Classroom	Focus	Walk	(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to 
access	document) 

___			Meet	with	Induction	teacher	to	discuss	observation 
___				Review		Induction	teacher’s	online	Self-Reflective	Classroom	Management	Focus	Walk 

(Refer	to	Page	10	for	instructions	to	access	document) 
___ Review	procedures	for	Spring	conferences	(Elementary	and	Middle	School) 
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April	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 
 
Mentor’s	Name  
Induction	Teacher’s	Name  
School   
 
 
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
 
 
___ Review	calendar	for	May 
___ Discuss	timeline	for	promotion/retention	decisions 
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May	Responsibilities/Monthly	Log 
 
Mentor’s	Name  
Induction	Teacher’s	Name  
School   
 
(Please	indicate		date(s)		in	the	blank	when	topic	reviewed	with	mentee) 
 
 
___ Discuss	End	of	Year	Checklist 
___ Assist	your	Induction	teacher	in	planning	the	“taking	down	and	packing	away”	of	teacher 

materials 
___ Discuss	activities	which	may	be	completed	during	post	planning 
___				Assist	your	Induction	teacher	with	his/her	classroom	Inventory  
___				Discuss	your	Induction	teacher’s	Permanent	Record	responsibilities 
___ Send	an	email	to	Sharon	Bates	with	monthly	logs	attached	from	January-May, 
											by		May	8,	2020	.   
 
In	the	subject	line	please	enter	“NTO	Mentor	20	January-May”			Please	note:		If	you	share 

the	document	with	Sharon	Bates,	please	understand	you	will	need	to	share	the 
document	for	December	and	in	May. 

 
 
___ Celebrate	a	great	school	year! 
 
Updated	7.18.19	(pgs.	5-19) 
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